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PresentationFun is a handy and reliable application that you can use to create voice enriched video presentations, with a duration
of up to 3 minutes. Make your presentation much more interactive with freehand writings, drawings and sketches or include pre-

made graphic designs and animations (props). These items will help you communicate your ideas visually and make
the presentation interesting and eye-catching. PresentationFun also enables you to include texts in your video presentations and

format it according to your preferences (change its style, font and the color). You can simply drag and drop your text pieces
around the stage as needed. In addition, you can personalize your videos with webcam recordings and photos. Scale them up and

down, rotate and move them as you see fit! The presentation is saved in FLV format. * 3-minute limit of the application for
time pressure * Presenter has to talk simultaneously with an image at the same time * Presenter has to draw and talk

simultaneously * Talking about the text, props or presenter's image on the background of the screen is prohibited
PresentationFun Key Features: - 3 minutes limit of the application for time pressure - Presenter has to talk simultaneously with

an image at the same time - Presenter has to draw and talk simultaneously - Talking about the text, props or presenter's image on
the background of the screen is prohibited - Use of the webcam - Built-in mouse-cursor - Ability to play the audio recording -

Ability to create and save the presentations - Ability to share presentation with the application link - Ability to export the
presentations - Ability to convert video into FLV - Ability to edit photos - Ability to merge a photo with presenter video -

Ability to add text - Ability to modify presenter's image - Ability to change presenter's face shape - Ability to change presenter's
skin color - Ability to change background color - Ability to scale image - Ability to rotate image - Ability to move image -

Ability to change font color - Ability to change font size - Ability to add image to the presentation - Ability to add image to the
left and to the right of the presentation - Ability to add image to the top and to the bottom of the presentation - Ability to change

video opacity - Ability to change the size of the presenter image - Ability to add a picture on the background of the stage -
Ability to insert image into video
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1. Drawings and sketches 2. Personal pictures and texts 3. Songs and audio files 4. Multimedia Effects 5. Edit timeline 6. Real-
time Timer PresentationFun allows you to create video presentations with a duration up to 3 minutes and include animations,
pictures, drawings, sketches, texts, video clips, webcam recordings, MP3 audio and more.  To use the application, just click the
“New” button in the toolbar and select the desired presentation settings. " ] }, { "type": "wix-ui-tag", "data": { "properties": [ {
"name": "name", "type": "text", "value": "PresentationFun" } ] } }, { "type": "wix-ui-icon", "data": { "url": "https

What's New in the PresentationFun?

PresentationFun is a handy and reliable application that you can use to create voice enriched video presentations, with a duration
of up to 3 minutes. Make your presentation much more interactive with freehand writings, drawings and sketches or include pre-
made graphic designs and animations (props). These items will help you communicate your ideas visually and make
the presentation interesting and eye-catching. PresentationFun also enables you to include texts in your video presentations and
format it according to your preferences (change its style, font and the color). You can simply drag and drop your text pieces
around the stage as needed. In addition, you can personalize your videos with webcam recordings and photos. Scale them up and
down, rotate and move them as you see fit! The presentation is saved in FLV format.Island Thunder Island Thunder is a 2000
EP album released by the American jam band G. Love & Special Sauce. It was re-released in 2006 as a two disc edition which
included the two songs from the 2000 album Black Cat Bone. Track listing Disc 1 (2000) "Woman" (Randy Randall) – 6:31
"The Night" (featuring E. Plaut) (David Benoit, Mark Biedron, Jonathan Morgan, Mike Ritter, Mark D. Sanders) – 8:10 "I'm in
the Mood for Love" (H. Rapmund) – 5:58 "The Sound" (J. Jahn, M. Sanders) – 3:09 "Crystal Skies" (M. Ritter) – 4:38 Disc 2
(2006) "Woman" – 6:31 "Crystal Skies" – 4:36 "I'm in the Mood for Love" – 6:34 "The Night" – 8:13 Category:G. Love &
Special Sauce albums Category:2000 EPs Category:Albums produced by Mark Batson
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System Requirements For PresentationFun:

Each player will receive: 1 randomly selected Member Card 1 randomly selected Name Tag 1 randomly selected Flag 1
randomly selected Crest 1 randomly selected Backpack. Additionally, all participants will receive a "Membership Certificate of
Completion". Prizes (when available): Participation in an event is very much like a sport, and we are striving to match the
players at their level. We offer a wide variety of sponsorship options, and we have made it a priority to provide the best value
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